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emily@mountainrosetraining.com

Upcoming Events
IMPORTANT
Please note that there will be no lessons from November 1st - 22nd. Instruction
will resume again beginning Tuesday, November 23rd.
Equine First Aid - Saturday, December 4th
When it comes to the health and well-being of your horse, it's better to be prepared
with knowledge and not use it, then to find yourself in an emergency and not know
what to do. This clinic will discuss and demonstrate the proper treatment for the
common ailments that affect horses. Topics will include: general wound and injury
treatment; what kind of wound needs vet attention; recognizing a healthy versus a sick
horse; proper bandaging; signs of and how to handle colic; discussion of common
horse diseases; and more. There will be multiple demonstrations as well as
opportunities for participants to practice the skills learned on live horses. This course is
highly recommended if you spend any time around horses, even if you are not a horse
owner. Just think - with this information you could save a horse's life! Flyer on page 11.
So, You Want to Buy a Horse? - Saturday, December 11th
You and your future equine partner deserve to be set up for the best relationship
possible. Ensuring a good match requires adequate preparation. This clinic will equip you to be an informed and
discerning horse buyer and will prime you for what to except as a horse owner. Topics covered include:
identifying your goals, riding style, and experience level; what to look
for in a horse; questions to ask a potential seller; understanding a prepurchase exam; where to find a horse; ensuring your safety in the
looking process; finding a suitable trainer or instructor; and what kind
of costs you can expect as a new horse owner. This clinic is suitable for
anyone looking to purchase a horse or for those who have recently
come into horse ownership. Register with Colorado Horse Rescue.
Online or contact Stacey at 720-494-1414 or scouch@chr.org. Portion
of proceeds benefit the Colorado Horse Rescue. Flyer on page 12.

Reserve your spot for all courses, clinics and events
online at the MRHT Calendar.

Horsemanship 201

Training for the Trail

Fall Trail Riding

Other Highlights

There was a generous turnout at the October LCHA members meeting where Emily spoke on “Becoming
Your Horseʼs Perfect Partner”. Thanks to Bonnie, program coordinator for LCHA and all the great members
for a wonderful evening of discussion and horsemanship learning!

A real treat! I was able to enjoy a wonderful visit with my mentor and a true master of horsemanship, Eitan
Beth-Halachmy and his wife, Debbie, of Cowboy Dressage. Eitan is the epitome of elegance and finesse
aboard a horse and has just returned from the World Equestrian Games as an honorary performer with his
Morgan stallion, Santa Fe Renegade.
Deb and Eitan have been hard at work as founding partners of the Western Dressage Association of
America.The mission of the WDAA is to inspire and enlighten western riders and their horses to a higher
level of horsemanship and partnership through the use of dressage and to create an educational
environment and competitive format within the horse industry for the western dressage horse and rider.
See pages 6 and 14 for more information on how you and your horse can get involved!

Western Dressage is a new approach to western riding. It uses the methods of master horsemen
to combine the suppleness and harmony of dressage with the spirit of the western horse. No
matter what breed you ride, you want a better partnership with your horse. That's Western
Dressage.Is Western Dressage for you and your horse?
Do you ride western but want to learn and compete at dressage?
Do you want to practice dressage but don't want to give up the "western" that you love?
Are you a western rider who just simply wants to be better?
If you answer yes to any of these questions then Western Dressage was created just for you.
Western Dressage combines the best of both worlds and is just what the name implies: a new
and progressive discipline that has been created to help promote this exciting concept.

Stay Connected!
Subscribe to the MRHT
Channel to stay current on the
latest fun and educational videos.
While you’re at it, become a fan on the MRHT
page to stay up to
date with news and happenings from around the ranch.
Post your favorite photos, join in discussions and meet other horse lovers!

Horses Looking for Homes

Summer is a 21 year old Arabian mare. She is gentle, friendly and very willing to please. She is a
quick study and has a terrific desire for partnership with a steady and reliable human. Summer has
been ridden both english and western and is ready to be your sweet natured trail companion. $600.
Available for adoption through Colorado Horse Rescue.

Killian is a stunning 2 year old Quarter Horse gelding. He is exceptionally good minded and has a very
gentle and quiet nature. He has been through the MRHT foundational ground skills program and is
progressing nicely under saddle. This handsome colt will make an exceptional partner for a variety of
disciplines. He has the talent and demeanor to be a sound trail horse and shows promise for the
competition arena. Asking $1500. Contact Debra at 303-775-8117.

A Horses View of Natural Horsemanship
By Gerrie Barnes
CHA Certified Instructor
AQHA Professional Horseman

Many people are working with their horses on Natural Horsemanship (NH) techniques presented by
many different clinicians. I thought I would weigh in on this subject from my point of view; more
accurately from what I believe the horseʼs point of view would be. The first part is a review of herd
instinct and dynamics. Herd behavior will then be translated into Natural Horsemanship principles.
Horses are prey animals. Therefore, they herd together as a means of protection from predators. As
part of the life cycle, the predators need their lunch. So they pick off the horses on the fringes of the
herd: the young, the old, the injured, the disabled. This leaves the most robust horse genes to live
another day and breed robust horses to live for another generation. Since horses as a species have
been around for 58 million years, this life cycle works.
As part of herd behavior, horses assume different positions
of dominance within the herd that they earn. They earn
these positions through behaviors that establish which
horse is more or less dominant. The horseʼs level of
dominance within the herd is vital because the more
dominant horses, for example, eat and drink first - which in
the wild means survival.
These dominance-establishing behaviors can range from
benign (a direct look, pinning, the ears), to more
aggressive (turning the hindquarters to another horse with
the threat to kick), to behaviors that are meant to disable or
even kill (biting, striking, kicking). Horses generally start with the benign behaviors to challenge the
other horse because starting at the most aggressive behaviors, those that draw blood or disable
another horse, would leave a herd mate vulnerable to predators. In the wild, reducing the herd in
this manner would force "good" horses to the fringes to be picked off by predators. Not a good
scenario for continuation of the species.
When you watch the dominance "dance" between horses, you see a no-nonsense approach to
enforcement, starting with benign acts and quickly increasing the intensity of insistence until the
other horse either submits or proves itself more dominant.
Frequently when we introduce a new horse to a herd, each day we see more and more bites and
possibly kick marks. As time goes on, the marks become fewer until there is only an occasional bite.
The reduction in those dominance battle marks can mean one of two things. Either the horse is
winning the battle for dominance and other horses are submitting to him, or he is learning his place
in the herd and is respecting the herd mates who are more dominant. The less dominant horseʼs
behavior reflects submittal to the more dominant horsesʼ control of space and movement. The
reaction is done in a quick enough manner to satisfy the more dominant horseʼs request.

Having reviewed herd behavior, how does it relate to Natural Horsemanship? Why does Natural
Horsemanship, if done correctly, result in easier communication with your horse?
NH is based on natural herd behavior that horses learn when they are babies from their mothers.
The mothers carefully teach correct herd behavior because it gives their babies the advantage of
living safely and with harmony within the herd. So, presenting your training goals in a manner that
the horse already understands allows you to meet your training goals with less confusion or
resistance on the part of your horse.
In my opinion, NH is based on the following natural herd dynamics:

• Respect of the herd order is ultimate and translates into a horseʼs survival from predators

and control of food, water, and other resources. Translation: It's mandatory that the human
learn how horses establish their place in the herd.

• Since the order of dominance means survival, your horse wants to be as far up the herd in
dominance as he can be. Since the horse sees the human as part of the herd, in his mind
one of the two of you is going to be higher in the dominance order. Keeping in mind the type
of natural behaviors that horses use to be more dominant and stay there, the human does
not want to be less dominant than the horse for safety reasons. Translation: The human
must establish himself higher in the herd than his horse or he will find his horse pinning its
ears, nipping, acting like it is going to kick, stepping on the foot, bumping into the human,
pulling the human along on the lead rope or other dominant behaviors.

•A horse generally starts with small requests and increases his assertive behavior and

intensity of insistence. The human needs to mirror this dynamic and generally start with small
requests from his/her horse and increase the intensity from request, to insistence, to demand
as needed. On the other hand, if the horse starts at a higher level of dominant behavior, your
response should match & exceed that level. Natural herd
behavior includes a full range of horse-to-horse behaviors
from mild to extreme. Translation: Don't ignore the small
stuff (like leaning into you, rubbing on you, moving when
you did not ask for that action, refusing to move, etc.). To
be effective with NH, the human needs to know how and
when to use the full range of behaviors and not only the
lower, mild end.

• A horse approaches his request in a no-nonsense way

without engaging tempers or egos. Horses can get
confused and sometimes defensive when a human
presents negative ego-related actions or extended anger.
Translation: Be confident in your position as your horse's
herd leader and act immediately when the horse shows "spoiled" or disrespectful behavior(s).
Then, let it go. . . be matter-of-fact and not angry.

• A horse expects a reaction quickly from the other horse. Since they are essentially non-

verbal animals, they donʼt talk about what is being asked. They ask, expect a response, and
increase the intensity of the "ask" if the correct response is not obtained immediately.

Humans need to mirror this tempo. Three seconds or less is our current rule of thumb.
Translation: Act decisively and appropriately. Don't have long conversations with your
horse. . . act.

• Herd dynamics are engaged at all times of day and night; under all conditions of playing,

being tired, being hungry or thirsty. There are no conditions under which a more dominant
horse allows a less dominant horse to be disrespectful of the herd order. Humans sometimes
give their horse "a break" when they feel that their horse is tired, it is feeding time, the
weather changes, etc. They allow the horse to push past them, ignore them, or do other
disrespectful acts. Keep in mind that horses do not allow that with each other. The respect
between horses must be ongoing and consistent since their survival depends on it.
Translation: While you are interacting with your horse - in or out of the arena - you are
sending messages to the horse about the quality of your relationship and your expectations.
Don't get side-tracked by other people or situations and forget your first priority - your ongoing relationship with this powerful animal.
The horse species is different than the human, dog, or other species in construction of the brain and
its learning process. The overlay of survival instincts including the flight and herd instincts also adds
another dimension. The horse is an amazing and unique species. Humans need to understand
horses on their own terms and not interact with them as we
would another human, dog, or other species. I believe that
Natural Horsemanship, if done correctly, helps us with this
inter-species relationship.
Some horses are satisfied with their status in the herd
order while others can challenge their position within the
herd regularly. Know your horse-handling abilities and
choose a horse that allows you to have fun. Fun for one
person might be having a horse that is challenging, while
fun for another person might be having a horse "pal" that is
easy to be around and non-challenging.

Gerrie Barnes brings a unique perspective to her presentations. Unlike many other trainers and clinicians
who grew up around horses, Gerrie began her involvement in horses as an adult, following the sale of a
successful business. Thus began her career as teacher, speaker, and clinician. Since that time, she has
added topics, clinics and demonstrations which can be customized to the needs of riding clubs, associations,
expos or private groups. She is a certified CHA riding instructor, gained her AQHA Professional Horseman
designation and became a certified community college instructor in equine science. Recently she was
chosen as a finalist for the national award, CHA Instructor of the Year.

www.M!ntainRoseTraining.com

Equine First Aid
This clinic will cover the proper treatments for common ailments that
affect horses. Topics will include general wound and injury treatment,
what kind of wound needs vet attention, recognizing a healthy versus
a sick horse, proper bandaging, signs of and how to handle colic, as
well as discussion of common horse diseases. There will be multiple
demonstrations as well as opportunities for participants to practice
the skills learned on live horses. This course is highly recommended if
you spend any time around horses as you will become familiar with
what to do in the event of a horse emergency. Just think, it could save
your horse's life.

Instructor: Emily Johnson
Where: 	

MRHT Ranch
When: 	

 Saturday, December 4th 2010
	


10 am - 5 pm

Cost: 	

 $150 per person
Register online at MountainRoseTraining.com

"The knowledge and hands-on skills I learned in MRHT's First Aid Clinic have been of huge value to me. When my mare
recently injured her leg I knew exactly how to care for the wound and was able to discuss it with my vet with confidence and
knowledge. When the vet arrived, he was thoroughly impressed with the prompt and proper first aid I had performed on the
wound. Thanks to MRHT's First Aid Clinic I am now equipped to offer my horse the best possible health and safety care."
- Teresa
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So, You Want to Buy A Horse...
You and your future equine partner deserve to be set up for the
best relationship possible. This clinic will equip you to be an
informed and discerning horse buyer and will prime you for what
to except as a horse owner. This clinic is suitable for anyone
looking to purchase a horse or for those who have recently come
into horse ownership. Look forward to topics including:
•Identifying your goals, riding •What to look for in a horse
style, and experience level
•Understanding a pre-purchase
exam
•Questions to ask a potential
seller
•Ensuring your safety in the
looking process
•Where to find a horse
•Finding a suitable trainer or
instructor

•What costs you can expect as a
new horse owner

Saturday, December 11th from 10 - 5 at CHR. Cost $150.
Contact Stacey at 720-494-1414 or scouch@chr.org to register.

Portion of proceeds benefits CHR

